RULES (CONTINUED)

Benefiting MAC's Law Enforcement Academy, the competition will take place at three shooting stations to present the realistic use of a handgun, as needed in a tactical environment.

Unsportsmanlike Conduct – Taunting/heckling another competitor, intentionally altering/damaging another competitor’s gear or arguing with a range safety officer will result in a match DQ.

Handgun
9mm-.45 caliber. No optics and no compensators allowed. IDPA-type holster restrictions. Handguns must be worn for all stages of fire. (60 rounds of ammunition needed for the competition.)

Holsters
Any IDPA, concealed-style or tactical-style holster is allowed. Shoulder rigs, vest-mounted, “small of back,” fanny packs are not allowed. Handgun holsters must be attached to a belt or securely attached to the body, and cover the trigger. For safety reasons, removal of holsters during the match is discouraged.

Stations/Stages of Fire
This is a 3-Stage Tactical Pistol Shooting Competition. The three shooting stations are: a station involving the use of a vehicle; a station involving the interior of a house; and a station that will incorporate a range with moving and shooting. The three stations will not be published before the competition and will strive to present the realistic use of a handgun, as needed in a tactical environment. All stages will have maximum run times.

Mineral Area College does not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, disability, age, religion, creed, genetic and family medical history as defined by GINA, or marital or parental status, in admission/access to, or treatment/ employment in its programs and activities. For further information about this policy, contact: Dean of Student Services, (573) 518-2154, 5270 Flat River Road, Park Hills, MO 63601. Inquiries also may be directed to the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights at OCR.KansasCity@ed.gov.
3-Stage Tactical Pistol Shooting Competition

Invite your friends to bring a lawn chair!
Spectators are welcome.

SAT., MAR. 28, 2015
- Where: Asymmetric Solutions, 431 Thomas Road, Farmington, MO
- 8:30 a.m. Range Brief; 9 a.m. Start Time
- 9mm semi-automatic to .45 calibers recommended. Round count needed for the competition is 60.
- ENTRY: $50 for general public, $25 for active/retired law enforcement or military personnel. Open to everyone, 21 years of age and older.
- LIMIT: Entry slots are limited to 100 entries.

SOF displays all day, and SOF demonstrations at 11:00 a.m.

BBQ and raffles available for purchase.

Meet local law enforcement, and co-stars of National Geographic’s flagship TV show, Ultimate Survival Alaska, Grady Powell and Jared Ogden.

FUNDRAISER
Mineral Area College Foundation and Asymmetric Solutions are partnering to raise money to buy an Interactive Firearms Training Simulator for law enforcement academy recruits and local officers. Your participation helps provide suitable training programs that will enable them to effectively render crucial use-of-force decisions.

RULES

Allied Equipment
Equipment, such as holsters or magazine pouches, may not be removed at any time during a course of fire to provide better mobility for the competitor, unless instructed by a range officer or described in the stage briefing.

Categories
Each participant may choose ONE category for participation:
- Men (21-59 years of age)
- Women (21-59 years of age)
- Professional (Law Enforcement or Military, active or retired)
- Senior (60 years of age and older, men and women)

Cold Range
All weapons are to be unloaded before match begins. Loading/unloading of weapons will be performed only under the direction of a Range Safety Officer.

Disqualification (DQ)
Downed Weapon – Any weapon dropped on the range before, during or after a course of fire will result in a match DQ.
180 Degree – Any weapon pointed in a rearward direction during a course of fire will result in a match DQ.
Sweeping/Covering – Any competitor’s muzzle/barrel that points or covers any competitor’s body or portion of body at any time during the match will receive a match DQ.
Accidental/Negligent Discharge – Any bullet not directed at an intended target, or impacting within 3 feet of the competitor, or any bullet that goes beyond the berm/designated impact area will result in a match DQ.

(S Rules are continued on back of this brochure.)

REGISTER BY MAR. 14
Enter early. Limited to 100.
Please complete one registration form per competitor.
Enter early to ensure your spot in the match.

Name_____________________
Address_____________________
City, State & Zip_____________________
E-mail_____________________
Phone____________________ Age______

Category (select one only)......................$50
- Men (21-59)
- Women (21-59)
- Senior (age 60 and above)
- Professional (Law enforcement/military, active or retired)

T-shirts (# of shirts_ at $5 each).......$_____
- Small
- Medium
- Large
- X-Large
- 2X-Large

Sponsorships
Sponsorship opportunities are available. Please contact Giovanni Carollo by phone at (573) 518-2247 or by email at gcarollo@mineralarea.edu for information regarding general information or sponsorships.

Total Enclosed..............................$_____